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a vivid novels and collections a bibliography of moorcocks long form fiction and shorter fiction directly connected 
with notable characters elric of melnibon the The Sword and the Flame (The Dragon King Trilogy, Book 3): 

0 of 0 review helpful Not bad but By Damon this was a decent conclusion to the trilogy I struggled with deciding 
whether to give it three or four stars and decided on four because the problems I have with the story are do to my own 
beliefs The story has a generic fantasy formula feel to it which is not necessarily a bad thing but it was obviously a 
vehicle to promote Christianity I kept thinking of King Quentin as Sometimes the greatest evil lies within The Dragon 
King who rules the land of Mensandor is none other than Quentin whose courage and heroism have slowly 
transformed him from an orphaned servant into a war hero respected leader and a fierce man of faith But even the 
powerful can fall prey to weakness nbsp The world is turned upside down when the dark sorcerer Nimrood long 
thought dead after a battle with the previous Dragon King returns with This is fantasy with thunder and chase with 
peril and breathtaking escapes Fantasy Newsletter From the Publisher Stephen Lawhead rsquo s best ndash selling 
trilogy The Dragon King Saga has sold in the millions 
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